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Callum with his 12pt stag
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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
Greetings to all.

I hope that you all have had a successful roar and look
forward to seeing a lot of trophy heads in the upcoming AHT
competition, along with all the photos that you have taken
while being in the bush
I am happy to say that to date (when writing this report)
there have been no more incidents or accidental shootings
during the roar and the couple of weeks that followed.
Hopefully the message about gun safety is slowly getting
through.
I took a club party hunt through to the Northern Pureora
Forest last week and there were still a couple of deer moaning
in the bush. When we got there we meet up with Harold Cox
from the Club who said that he had just seen a deer on the
road about a Kilometre from where we were camping. All
looked promising for the upcoming weekend. Friday was
good but by mid-day Saturday it started to rain a little and the
wind picked up. Late Saturday afternoon the heavens opened
up on us and continued to drench us with huge amounts of
rail pushed on by heavy winds. This only got worse as night
fell. No deer taken but plenty of sign and game trails.
We are quickly coming up to the competition end of the
club calendar so get those pictures out and heads cleaned
up to be measured. From what I have seen on social media
and from personal pictures from Club members over the last
few months, this year looks like it is going to be a very good
year for heads and photos. If you have never been to a club
measure and photo competition night you should make the
effort to go along and see the amazing results of a year’s hard
work hunting. They are pretty spectacular.
The Club is moving along well with the first year of the
new online membership renewal nearly completed. There
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have been a few very minor glitches and next year it will be
very easy for members to renew their membership and update
the personal or family details. This new system will reduce
the huge amount of time it takes to administer the annual
membership renewal so that we can concentrate more on
running and improving the clubs activities. I thank you on
behalf of Daniel for the patience you have shown during this
process.
I also encourage members to have a look at the Clubs
Facebook page. The page is regularly kept up to date with
recent club activities and events.
See you at the next meeting
Dave Nicol
Club President.
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CALLING ALL AKL BRANCH
DOUGLAS SCORERS
PRE-MEASURE
7PM FRIDAY 1ST JUNE
Come along to sharpen up on those
Douglas scoring skills for measure night.
Then again for the official measure
night on Friday the 8th of June 7pm.
Venison on the BBQ and a random
head entry prize to be won on the night.
Bring all your game animal heads in
for Douglas scoring to be eligible to win
club trophy’s.
Don’t forget the flat skin competition
and start cleaning and tuning your vocal
pipes for the roar competition you may
just win a new roaring horn to call in
those big stags next year !!!!
Remember to bring the kids along for
the junior roar competition as well.
It will be a great couple of nights I
have heard there are a few heads to be
measured already.
See you there
Richard Berger
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NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH ANNUAL

ANTLER
HORN &
TUSK COMP
ENTRIES CLOSE FRIDAY 8TH JUNE
CONTACT RICHARD@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

please make sure all heads are clean & ODOR FREE
BOB HAYES CUP

GARY PAYKEL TROPHY

G.MAY TROPHY

TISDALL CUP

FRANK BRYCKO TROPHY

AUCKLAND BRANCH
TROPHY

CAC CUP

D.SEMMENS TROPHY

- Best Head of Any Species Taken by a
Lady Member

BOYD MEYER
MEMORIAL TROPHY

MRS WELCH TROPHY

A.STEWART MEMMORIAL
SHIELD

- Best Head of any Species
- Best Red Head

- Best North Island Red Head

- Most Symmetrical Red Head

DARRELL WONG

- Bush Hunters Trophy Best South
Island Red Head

BURNS BRASSEL TROPHY
- Best Sika Head

MRS HAYES TROPHY
- Best Whitetail Head

SPORTWAYS SHIELD
- Best Fallow Head

GLEN MC GREGOR CUP
- Best Thar Head

- Best Chamois

- Best Pig Tusks(Drawn)
- Best Goat

- Best Head of a 1st Year Stalker

D.WELCH TROPHY

- Best Head of any Species taken on
Branch Party Hunt

BRANCH TROPHY

- Provider of the Most Game Meat
for Branch Function

- Best Deer Skin

- Goat with the Largest Spread
Taken by a Hunter under 20yrs

TOP GUN TROPHY

- Best Heads of any 2 Different
Species

NOBLE TROPHY

- Best Non Deer Skin

FRANK BRYCKO
MEMMORIAL TROPHY

A.GREGORY TROPHY

J.DILLION SHIELD

MARK ALLMON YOUTH CUP

- Hunter/Range Shooting: Highest
Aggregate Score
- Roaring Competition
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- Best Head of Any Species Taken
by a Hunter aged 16-21yrs
- Best Head of Any Species Taken by a
hunter 16yrs or younger.
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HUNT STORY

THE
HIDDEN
VALLEY
MIKE MORSE

After an hour of forcing our way through
crown fern, almost knee deep bogs and
negotiating windfalls and slippery side creeks
it was a relief to dump our packs on the only
flattish area we could find under the heavy tawa
bush. At least I knew that from here on going
was easier, the tight little valley providing a
series of small scattered clearings surrounded
by steep hillsides of dense manuka and bush.
These are remnants of post WW1 settlement
blocks abandoned some ninety years ago during
the Great Depression and where so many soldier
settlers had their dreams shattered. The remains
of the old roads are still visible in places but are
mostly covered with heavy bush or have slipped
into the gorges.
From our campsite Faiz and I backtracked
down valley and slid into the bottom of the gorge,
which, for kilometres, has pretty much sheer fern and moss
covered papa banks thirty to sixty feet high. Not a place
to try and negotiate at night and extreme care is required
when sidling around close to the edge. The lack of animal
trails showed that there was no way for four legged animals
out of this section but, hanging off kamahi roots, ferns
and anything else we could grab, we were able to scale the
opposite bank into easier traveling country. Being on this
side of the creek would allow us to get a good view across
onto some of the small clearings scattered up the valley
bottom whilst the thick bush and scrub would provide
us good cover. After gaining some height we were able to
get glimpses of the first clearing and immediately spied a
hind and fawn feeding low down. Not what we were after,
so we carried on sidling. At the head of the clearing was
the first stag. A big boy in great condition, it being only at
the start of the roar. He was just lying there soaking up the
sun, totally oblivious to the threat across the creek. Nine
hinds were spread around, also either sleeping or grazing,
a smaller satellite stag fifty metres above waiting for his
chance to maybe grab a hind. Even though he was a big
eleven, his luck was in, our intentions being to check out
the whole valley first and only disturb it if something really
worthwhile appeared. Up valley the previous year my son
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Sam and I had seen a very respectable fallow buck. He had
been totally unaware of us, but, whilst finding a shooting
rest for Sam, he had unfortunately spooked. I was hoping
to lay eyes on him again. Giving a couple of roars to wake
Mr. Eleven only had the effect of him rising to his feet and
quickly disappearing with his harem into the bush. This
early in the roar he wasn’t wound up enough to stay and
challenge intruders.
Contour and thick scrub forced us to find another
crossing back over the creek and from here we made our way
further up the valley following well defined animal trails
though tight, spindly manuka and scattered bush. Pretty
much every clearing we came to had deer on it, whether
fallow or reds and, on the second to last, old Boris, a skinny
boar with the same black and white colouration of a Belted
Galloway cattle beast. His short sightedness allowed me
in to about fifteen metres for a few photos. Wallows were
scattered through most of the clearings and had all been
well used but although there had been the occasional roar
none of the stags were vocal enough to accurately pinpoint.
Fallow stags had also been busy, shredding small manuka
bushes everywhere and starting to make their scrapes. A
buck hung around on one clearing but Faiz made the call
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that it was too small to warrant disturbing the valley. The
last of the clearings finally gave way to heavy bush again so
it was time to turn and head for camp, the sky darkening
and threatening rain. As we made our way back in the
increasing drizzle we kept bumping deer and animals were
again popping out onto the open areas, just no decent stags.
“Only one hundred and fifty metres to camp” said Faiz
(the wonders of a GPS). Only problem with a GPS is that it
can’t teleport you there! Although camp was only a stones’
throw over the gorge we still had to climb a steep ridge,
sidle around through heavy bush, find the right spot to do
another slide into a side creek and scramble up the other
side before heading back downstream to camp. That was a
better option than using the hundred year old remaining
bridge stringer over the gorge – a certain recipe for disaster.
That “one hundred and fifty metres” probably took a good
twenty minutes, such is bush travel. Set up a basic camp
with a fly and some plastic over a bed of fern fronds and
sat back for a brew and a feed. As dark descended the only
sounds were the continual chatter of the nearby creek and
the music of the big boy’s roars proclaiming he’d reclaimed
ownership of his clearing.
On day break we did the sidecreek scramble again then
climbed a narrow spur up through the bush, this giving us
height above the valley. At this point I mentioned to Faiz
that, that as there didn’t seem to be any stags of note, we
may as well take some meat home. Thirty seconds later he
turned and said, “shall I shoot it?”. A nod from me and
boom, followed by a bit of crashing and then silence. A few
spots of blood and some deeply etched tracks led a short
distance to a nice yearling hind piled up down the bank.
Great, some good meat. Did the honours and hung her to
cool before heading further along the spur to a prime bush

and ponga filled basin with small clearings adjacent, a
favourite stag haunt in the roar. This time only a hind was
in residence, but the numerous wallows were all well used. I
marked the area down for a revisit later in the roar.
Sitting on the ridge gave us a great view of the valley
and as tendrils of mist drifted upwards we were able to
glass the distant clearings, soon picking out a few scattered
animals, mostly fallow. Hoping for another meat animal
we dropped down to the valley floor and headed upstream.
Unfortunately, our luck was not in, as, by the time we got
there they had melted back into the bush. I’m sure if we had
just sat and waited a little longer something would have
popped out, but time was against us. Anyway, the packs
would be heavy enough as it was. Dismantled camp, hid
the plastic and an hour later gratefully dropped our packs
at the ute. Luckily all four tyres were still intact. Back here
in Deliverance country the locals don’t take kindly to
intruders on their patch. Threw the packs in the back and
then began the long drive from the peace and tranquillity of
the bush to the mayhem of Auckland and its’ traffic.
Roll forward a couple of weeks and Easter family time
was out of the way. After a fitful sleep in the back of the
ute, due to both discomfort and stags roaring all night, I
had the pack on and was again heading back into the valley.
An hour later I dropped everything at my camp site on the
razorback spur, grabbed my day pack, camera and rifle
and snuck down onto the first clearing. Surprisingly it was
devoid of animals, even the usually numerous goats, the
wallows also unused. Maybe those footprints I had noted
at one of the crossings meant someone else had found my
little paradise. Next clearing, also zilch, but at the next
the old pattern resumed. A fallow doe and fawn grazed
peacefully and was soon joined by a white spiker who was
very interested in checking out an older buck’s scrape. Sat
back and watched for a while hoping a bigger one would
appear but soon lost patience, the steady roaring of red
stags further up valley calling me on.
The wind was now all wrong for stalking the valley,
straight up my backside. This called for a change of
approach so, using one of the few animal crossings, I
dropped into the main creek and climbed the deeply rutted
tracks onto the other side. Hopefully this would prevent my
scent blasting onto the best clearings. What a good decision
that turned out to be. Edging out of the scrub so I could get
a view across revealed a large fallow stag bedded down right
in the middle of the main clearing, about a hundred metres
away. At that distance his massive brows and long guards
were clearly visible. Antler width, length and palms also
looked ok so the decision to take him was made. However,
due to another of my increasingly frequent senior moments,
I had left my main knife belt with ammo back at the ute and
only had two rounds in the mag. This meant I needed to be
absolutely certain of the first shot. I don’t like taking shots
at animals lying down but luckily a perfect rest on a little
mound made the shot easy and he rolled over kicking.
Leading up to this, two red stags had been roaring
continually close by, one on the thick manuka face above
the clearing and another further up the valley. My shot
didn’t seem to upset them and a couple of minutes later a
young eight strolled into the clearing within ten metres of
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the dead fallow and stood roaring defiantly. My attempts at
trying for a photo only succeeded in spooking him and he
headed off down valley. As he vacated the area the other,
who looked like a nice young ten or twelve, materialised
on the clearing edge and also vented his disapproval. A few
moans had him coming closer until he twigged something
wasn’t right. After enjoying this little interlude, I crossed
over to admire my best fallow to date. Brows were close on
twelve inches long, almost like a red, long guards and good
spread and length making him a nice trophy. He was still
in great nick, inch thick layers of fat on his back and no
doubt good eating. Boned him out and headed back down
valley, on several occasions disturbing animals which had
settled back on the clearings.
Didn’t really need the extra two hours walk but decided
to carry the head and meat out to the ute and pick up my
knife belt so I had a few extra rounds for tomorrow - just in
case. Got back to camp with an hours’ daylight to spare so
I wandered along the spur seeing a few hinds and having
a small stag sneak in to within twenty metres of me while
I was roaring. It was pretty quiet during the night apart
from possums scrabbling around, the odd kiwi calling
and an occasional stag sounding off. Not long after dark
old Boris the boar from our earlier trip walked down the
spur passing within twenty metres of my camp. I think he
had either been feeding on the remains of Faiz’s deer or was
heading for the goats we had culled on our earlier foray.
Got away up the valley just after first light, this time
climbing a steep scrubby ridge to be able to look back onto
the high clearing. Sure enough the boss was parading
around roaring his head off. From one eighty metres away
he looked alright but not quite what I was after so turned
my back on him and focused on the main valley. With the
advantage of height I could see various animals scattered
over the clearings, the white fallow sticking out like the
proverbial. Forced my way along the ridge through thick,
interlaced manuka then dropped to the valley bottom where,
with a more favourable breeze, I could continue my way
upstream. This eventually turned into just a photographic
trip, numerous encounters had with little groups of fallow
and the odd young red stag along the way. Some presented
perfectly for the camera, others being cagier and, although
at times being within twenty metres, still managing to keep
a screen of manuka between us.
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Got back to camp and was packed up by midday, stags
still roaring on and off up the valley from where I’d come
from. With a few hours up my sleeve I decided the morning’s
stag warranted further checking out, even if only to try for a
photo. Kicked off the running shoes and barefooted it along
the ridge into his territory. So much quieter in bare feet. The
wind was good and he was still steadily roaring allowing
me to home in on him. However, by the time I slid out of
the pongas onto his clearing he had moved into the scrub
and I resigned myself to a missed opportunity. Finding
a knoll, which would allow me to cover as much area as
possible, I sat down and gave a few roars. Five minutes later
he materialized out of the scrub about thirty metres away
looking for the intruder. This gave me the chance for a good
photo session before he decided he didn’t like my company
and trotted back into cover. Turned out to be the same stag
Faiz and I had looked at earlier in the roar, good length but
only eleven points. Looking back at photos of a stag from
the same area two years earlier I could see they were one
and the same. In that time he had only produced one more
tine so I think that is all he will ever produce. As he is an
older animal it is probably time to remove him and hope a
better one moves in next roar.
Trotted back down the razorback, hid my piece of plastic
in a hole in a log, disposed of my fern bed and any sign of my
being there then began the trudge back out to civilisation.
What a special place this little valley is. Quiet deer, ample
wildlife and an overpowering sense of history. It has it all.
Long may it stay that way.
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2018
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH

PHOTO COMP
ENTRY
FORM
ENTRIES CLOSE JUNE 1ST
Entrants Name:

Membership Number:
List a brief description of your photo. Write your name on a sticker & attach to back of photo or video file.

BEST COLOUR PHOTO OF NEW ZEALAND FLORA D.STONEX TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6

BEST COLOUR PHOTO OF NZ INSECT, REPTILE OR AMPHIBIAN WITTON / STONEX TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6

BEST GAME BIRD PHOTO ROBERT AULL TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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BEST WILD BIRD LIFE PHOTO PATRICK WITTON MEMORIAL TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6

BEST SCENIC PHOTO AUCKLAND BRANCH TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6

BEST HUMAN INTEREST PHOTO H.GARRICK TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6

BEST WILD GAME PHOTO WATSON WILMER TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6
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BEST SMALL GAME PHOTO KEITH GULLIVER TROPHY
Photo 1
Photo 2
Photo 3
Photo 4
Photo 5
Photo 6

BEST VIDEO / DVD PAUL KUIUMDJIAN TROPHY
1
2
3

I ___________________________________________________ am a financial member of NZDA Auckland Branch both
at the time these photos were taken and when entered into this competition. I have read and understand the NZDA rules that
apply to this competition and agree to abide by them. Refer to the Auckland NZDA website / Members section / Competitions.
Signed ______________________________

All photo entries close pre measure night 1 June 2018.
Post Entries to: Mike Morse, 165 Gervin Rd., RD2, Silverdale
Or hand in to Mike at pre measure night 1st June.
Email digital copies to mikem@hsl.net.nz

GET YOUR
CAMERA's
CLICKING
FOR OUR CLUB PHOTO COMP

CATEGORIES INCLUDE: SCENIC, FLORA
WILD GAME BIRD, HUMAN INTEREST,
WILD BIRD LIFE, WILD BIG GAME &
INSECTS, REPTILES & AMPHIBIANS

WINNERS ANNOUNCED AT THE ANNUAL PRIZE GIVING NIGHT.
MAX PHOTO SIZE 127 X 178MM - PLUS SUBMIT A DIGITAL COPY FOR PUBLISHING
IN THE BT. ALL ENQUIRIES EMAIL MIKEM@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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GARY WITH
HIS HILL KILL

E MORSE
CONGR ATULATIONS MIK B NIGHT
NEX T CLU
COLLECT YOUR PRIZE AT

MIKE'S CLOSE
ENCOUNTER
WITH MR ELEVEN.

CLUB
GALLERY
SEND IN YOUR FAV
HUNT PIC WITH A
BRIEF CAPTION & GO
IN THE DRAW TO WIN
A $25 H&F VOUCHER

RICHARD'S
9PT PUBLIC LAND
STAG. KAIMANAWAS
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JAMES WITH BROTHER
JOSH AFTER SHOOTING
A 7 POINT SIK A STAG IN
THE KAIMANAWAS

CONGRATS TO BLAIR MARTIN
WINNING THE KNIFE AT OUR AP
L
CLUB NIGHT - KINDLY DONATERI
BY SHANNON FRYER D
FROM THE HOUSE OF KNIVES.
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NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH

RANGE COMPETITIONS
& TROPHIES
ANNUAL RANGE DAY

The range day is for the whole family; the following trophies are to be competed for.

BATES CUP.

(This trophy is a hold over from the
original Auckland Branch, hence the
winners shown before 1961) Less
than twenty-one years of age sons
or daughters, those fifteen years and
under are permitted to use .22 rim fire
including woman, four positions at one
hundred meters.

and 200m, the highest aggregate
score over 6 shots at each range to be
judged the winner.

BARBARA SUTTON TROPHY.

BAILEY CUP.

(Donated 1972) For the winner of the
ladies moving game target. To be
shot on moving game target at 100m
and 200m, the highest aggregate
score over 6 shots at each range to be
judged the winner.

BAILEY CUP.

(Donated 1973) For the winner under
fifteen years of age or younger on the
moving game target.

(Donated 1967) Fifteen years old or
under (sons and daughters) caliber .22
rim fire only, four positions.
(Donated 1966) Thirteen years old and
under (sons and daughters) .22 rim
fire only.

CLUB TROPHY.

(Donated 1972) Thirteen years old and
under (sons and daughters) .22 rim
fire only.

BARRY CUP.

(This trophy was created during the
time of the original Auckland Branch,
hence the scores shown before 1961)
Open to all financial members, center
fire, four positions at one hundred
meters.

TISDALL CUP.

(Donated 1967) Shotgun only. 10 birds
single rise match.

PEATE SUTTON CUP.

(Donated 1971) For the winner of the
moving game championship. To be
shot on moving game target at 100

VAL CLARKE CUP.

INTER-BRANCH SHIELD.

(This was created in 1961 with the
costs being shared by the three
Auckland Branches) To be competed
for over three separate shoots with
each Branch taking its own turn as
host during the year.

OTHER CUPS TO BE WON
DURING THE YEAR:
FRANK BRYCKO MEMORIAL
TROPHY.

Hunting or varmint rifles scopes
up to 9x permitted (donated by the
1972 committee after life member
Frank Brycko accidental death) range
shooting component, centre fire ten
shots at two hundred meters standing.

PRESIDENTS CUP.

(Donated 1971) Center fire ten shots
prone at two hundred meters.
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IRON SIGHTS TROPHY.

(Donated 1971) Military rifles with iron
sights. For any rifle commonly used
by the armed services exlucing .22
caliber, rim or Center fire, open sights
only. Single arm slings permitted. Four
positions at one hundred meters.

BENCH-REST COMPETITIONS
A Bench rest competition was
officially formed in 1968 but serious
competitions did not take place until
the 1969 season, this competition
recognizes the first place getter
only and there is no award for minor
placing.

SPORTO CUP.

(Donated 1970) Unlimited.

BEGGS WISEMANS CUP.

(Donated 1969) Heavy varmint. All
calibers, scopes permitted.

BEGGS WISEMANS CUP.

(Donated 1969) Light varmint. All
calibers, scopes permitted.

C NORCROSS CUP.

(Donated 1969) Sporter, Minimum
caliber .224, scopes allowed up to 8x
power maximum.

TISDALL CUP.

(Donated 1969) Hunter. All calibre,
scopes allowed up to 6.5x power
maximum.

SAKO CUP.

(Donated 1969) Group of the year. Ten
shots at 100m Any rifle and scope.
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HUNT STORY

A TRIP OF FIRSTS
SIMON POPE

Ever since joining the NZDA and completing the
HUNTS course last year (a bloody awesome course
which gave me SO much information and experience
from guys who had been there and done that – I cannot
thank Brent P and the other members involved for the
time they volunteered to provide such an incredible
resource) I have been absolutely chomping at the bit to
get out into the bush and put the wealth of information
I have learnt into practice.
Finding the time with a young family and work
commitments isn’t easy, but when I got chatting to
our resident BT editor JJ about booking something
in around April and I could make the dates work, I
was quick to lock it in and negotiate a leave pass from
home.
A plan was set for mid-April for us to hit the
Kaimanawa’s, coming in from Clements Mill Rd and
staying at the Sika Lodge. JJ was extremely patient and
tolerant of my 1000’s of questions to make sure I was
not woefully unprepared which was appreciated. The
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forecast looked pretty crap all week, but we decided to
roll the dice and commit to going regardless of what
the weather man was predicting.
Leaving AKL on Sunday first thing, we reached the
lodge mid-morning, got setup and unloaded the gear,
and had a quick yarn to some guys already setup. One
had bagged a decent 8-point Sika, but also let us know
how busy the road was – this both hyped and def lated
us all in one moment.
By lunch we had our gear on and we’re off down the
road for a look – being my first time JJ took me for a
tour to the road end and back, pointing out various
spots etc. along the way. Busy was a good description
– cars parked all along the road and a fair amount of
traffic both ways. Once seeing how busy a few spots
we were looking at were, we decided to try a spot JJ
hadn’t tried before but heard was good.
On our way back to the spot, halfway or so along
from the road end, we round a bend and JJ casually
say’s ‘Hmmph, there’s a Deer. Holy $hit, there’s a
DEER!!’. I ease the car to a halt, while JJ frantically
reaches into the back to grab his rif le while opening
THE BUSH TELEGRAPH MAY 2018 13

the door to rush out after it hoping to catch him in
the bush on the other side of the road. I could see a
hefty Sika Stag casually strolling across the road, no
clear view on points but he had a large rack and was
a shooter for sure. As casually as he popped out into
the road, he hopped up the opposite side of the road
and off into the bush. JJ chased after him and ducked
into the bush to get another glance or pick up some
movement, but the bush he disappeared into was as
thick as it was steep and he disappeared as quickly as
he had arrived – we hung around for a few minutes
debating what to do, but as we had nowhere to park
the car on a tight stretch of road and hadn’t heard any
movement we decided he had left the area and to move
on.
We both jumped into the car stunned, JJ explained
you would occasionally bump deer on the road at first/
last light, but to see them at midday was something
else. Needless to say, we were filled with excitement
now – me especially as this was the first deer in the
wild I had ever seen, and it looked like a bloody decent
stag nonetheless! We carry on down the road, park up
and hit our spot, walking up a road and commenting
on how it’s not likely someone has driven up here
with good washouts and deep chasms in the road.
After a fair walk up some decent incline, we come to
the clearing and see a Land Cruiser sitting proudly at
the top. Huh – good effort we remark. Not wanting to
walk up someone else’s ass, we head back down, find a
good track into the bush and work our way in.
The bush is teeming with sign, fresh crap
everywhere. We stalk our way in, listening and
watching intently. Once up on the main ridge we could
hear calls all around us in the opposing ridges, all a
long way off – a combo of Reds/Sika but not knowing
what was real and what were callers or other hunters.
We did get one Sika stag single call but he sounded the
next ridge over, and judging the drop facing us to get
round to him we decided he was out of reach for today
– we figure he winded us on the way up the road in
hind sight. Getting hungry we head back to the lodge
and call it a day.
Back at the lodge it has mostly cleared out, apart
from Mike from Western Australia. His buddies are
in the back country for the last week or so – and tells
us we should know one of them since he’s NZDA –
Auckland Branch even. Sure enough, Darrel W from
the club drives up and Mike starts loading his gear,
looks like they had seen some rough weather and not
a lot of action up the tops and were ready to head out a
day early. We have a quick yarn and I thank Darrel for
his Sika Tips talk the week prior as it gave us a bunch
of tips/info to consider for our trip (another awesome
resource from a member volunteering their time to us
all and teaching some of us rookies some extremely
valuable information!)
Once we get some food going and a few cold ones,
we hatch a plan for the morning. Up early, coffee
and food, then straight to the bush. I head down the
road to catch some limited reception, check in with
home and check the weather. Not good – heavy rain
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all night/morning is the forecast. We decide to be up
early anyway and check in then. Getting up at 4am, JJ
knocks on my door and I poke my head out. The rain
sounded fairly light from the room, but as I open the
door and look at JJ I finally realise how heavy it is –
absolutely teeming down! Back to bed it is.
Up again at 9-10ish, we meet in the lounge and get
some coffee and food. By lunch the weather looks to be
clearing somewhat, we decide stuff it lets get in there
and give it a shot. We make our way in and the rain is
on/off but still fairly set in. We pick a spot and head in,
hoping to catch a glimpse of our Road Stag. Sadly, he is
nowhere to be found, and we can’t get any noise from
anything – we figure the deer are all smart enough
to bed down for the day unlike us. We move on and
decide to take a nosey up another track. We head on
up, come to a river crossing and see its teeming after
last 12hours or so of rain. Deciding its already late and
not worth soaking our boots, we head on back down
the track.

"your supposed
to shoot them,
not pat them
you know!"
JJ mentioned a good track he had been on previously,
so we decided why not give this a shot and go for a wander.
I took the lead, stalking through the bush not all that
hopeful of seeing much. Plenty of sign again, and
we came across a decent sized wallow. Didn’t look
too active, no fresh tracks etc. but tough to say how
old with all the rain. We kept edging on up the ridge
following our noses.
As we came up to a large tree, I stopped to have a
glance around. Off to my right I spotted a heap of fast
movement, then caught glimpse of two hinds jumping
out of their bedding area – the first split straight off
into the bush and out of sight, but the second started
heading downhill. JJ was behind me – 10 metres or so
– I pointed the movement to him and started pulling
my rif le up in the hind’s direction, but as she ran
towards JJ I dropped it for safety rather than taking
aim. The hind cut across the ridge and down at JJ &
must’ve finally seen him as it got the fright of its life
and started to bolt uphill towards me. Moving at a hell
of a pace she came f lying up the hill and practically
ran into me – I could’ve hit her with the rif le or gave
her a tap on the back as she ran within a metre or
so of me.
>
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The look of fear on her face from almost bumping
into us both said it all – as she raced on up the hill
I got the rif le up, closed the bolt and focused in her
direction. She turned side on to meet her friend uphill
– as I squeezed the trigger and got a shot off. Sadly
all too late, as she f lew through the bush like it was
nothing. A quick bleat from her friend and a bleat
in reply let us know they had met back up and were
now well on their way after almost getting scared to
death. ‘Jesus, did she hit you? Your supposed to shoot
them not pat them you know!!’ JJ reminded me. I was
stunned, I could’ve sworn she was coming straight
into me, and was kicking myself I wasn’t faster in
reacting but glad to have been wise enough not to aim
down at my hunting buddy.
After all the commotion we look at each other and
start laughing in disbelief, another first JJ mentions as
he doesn’t recall ever seeing a deer almost run straight
into two hunters in the space of 10 seconds. We have
a laugh and catch our breath, me in total shock of
the scene. My second & third deer seen in the wild,
and one of them almost ran right over the top of me!
We head on uphill checking for any blood or sign of
a hit, but with no blood or fur found we conclude it
was a complete miss. The shot felt good, but the pace
she had with that extra adrenalin from getting the
fright of her life meant she was moving far too fast for
my reaction time – I’m not surprised, just bummed
I wasn’t quicker, but overall glad the safety instincts
kicked in and made sure neither of us took a risky shot
in preference of a kill at the expense of our own safety.
We may be going home without a deer at this point,
but at least we will both be going home.
After all the commotion, we decide to back out of the
area and not scent it up any further, and at this point
the rain has set in heavy once again, so we decide its
time to head back dry out and get warm – regardless
of todays excitement It might still be a good spot to
come back to tomorrow, provided our encounter
hasn’t scared everything for a few miles off. We head
back to the lodge, grab some dinner and polish of our
remaining supply of beer. Up at 4:30am next morning,
we grab some food and coffee, gear up and head off up
the road. Not 2 minutes up the road we see a ghostly
shape of a deer’s ass and decent antlers, which quickly
vanishes into the bush.
We decide it must be a Red Stag, as we had no
white fur light up on its rear. We carry on, another
2 minutes up the road a decent size Hind is standing
in the middle of the road. She pauses for a second,
then bolts towards the bush – as she reaches the bush
edge, another hind starts to rush towards the road but
does a 180 and follows her mate back into the bush.
Hmmmh – we wonder if this one is the same one that
nearly bowled us both over yesterday, considering how
erratic her reaction was.
We find a spot and wait for the light to start picking
up before we make a move and to tend to natures call.
As JJ is walking back to gear up, he gets chatting to
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someone who turns out to be another NZDA Auckland
member – Brent P, who happened to run the HUNTS
course I was on last year. We have a bit of a chat and
discuss plans, then head on our way to gear up. What
a small world, I’ve met more NZDA members here in
the bush than I have ever met anywhere other than
a club night! I also can’t help but appreciate how full
circle this feels, seeing the person who taught me most
of my hunting info in the very same area we have been
exploring.
We make our way off into the bush, finding good
sign and nice areas. Stalking up a ridge, the sign is
fresh and looks promising, but we never catch sight or
hear anything and the rain sets in heavier and heavier
as we make our way up the ridge. Our guess is we
keep bumping them up the hill, or they have bedded
down as the weather starts to turn to crap once again.
We head to the top of the ridge and find ourselves
in THICK deadfall as the rain is now set in and very
heavy once again, which proves to make our progress
far from quiet. We hack our way through, heading
back down the ridge following sign the whole way. We
come down into more good bush, but again don’t catch
sight of anything. We hear some movement and try to
catch on to this, but today just isn’t our day either.
Heading out onto the road, we realise our time
has come to an end and we won’t be leaving with a
load of meat sadly, but we will be taking with us some
stories to recall and some positive memories of the
trip. Overall the trip and experience was awesome and
a HUGE learning experience, and I was sad to see it
come to an end.
It is a great testament to the club we have that you
can meet some awesome guys who are happy to take
a complete rookie out (or run a HUNTS course or
Sika 101 talk and volunteer their time etc.) and show
them the ropes and help introduce them into the world
of hunting. This trip solidified what an awesome
endeavour it is to hunt for your own meat and to
provide for your loved ones while getting out there and
enjoying our beautiful wilderness, and it was made all
the better earning a great hunting buddy and to meet
some fellow members along the way – not too mention
all the thrilling encounters we had with deer!
Time to start planning the next trip and putting the
application for a leave pass in ahead of time….

CONGRATULATIONS
SIMON YOU’VE WON
A $25 VOUCHER

COURTESY OF OUR SPONSOR
WESTGATE HUNTING & FISHING
COLLECT YOUR PRIZE AT NEXT CLUB NIGHT

If you’ve got a story to tell, send it in with some photos to:
bt@deerstalkers.co.nz & go in the draw to WIN!
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RANGE REPORT
AUCK. SPORTING RIFLE CLUB’S
INTERCLUB COMPETITION

We are participating again in this years forth coming interclub event with the other Auckland sporting rifle clubs having done quite well in
the last couple of years.. The rifles used in this competition are the .22 rimfire rifle, bolt action or semi automatic, scoped, in a sporting type
configuration up to a maximum weight of 4.5kg. including the scope. This is also a no gear shoot ie. no slings, gloves, butt hooks, shooting
jackets to be used. Some of the events will be shot during the week & others on the weekend. The branch needs a team of five shooters for
this competition and Kurt Briggs has taken on the position as the club captain for this event. We are always on the lookout for new faces for
the team.
Please contact Kurt if you are interested in being part of the team, on 578 0504. (evenings)
To make all things equal for those who shoot either our own aggregate shoots or the interclub the same criteria for the interclub will apply to
our aggregate shoot.
These essence of both competitions is that this is a no gear shoot.

UPCOMING
EVENTS

CANNON & BLACK
POWDER DAY, SAT.
19TH MAY.
In association with the Auckland Branch of the Antique Arms
Association there is going to be a display of cannon and mortars,
the second for the year. If you have not seen one of the displays do
come along as it is free to watch. There will be plenty of smoke and
noise as they go off. Some of these cannon do pack a punch..

BENCHREST
& LOAD
DEVELOPMENT
SHOOT 12-05- ARGGREGATE
SHOOTS
18

Please ensure that you have good hearing protection for yourself &
for any others that you bring to the range site.
At 1.30 pm there will be a black powder rifle shoot for those who
want to have a practice.

Auckland Branch members who wish to do some practice shooting
at the Benchrest & load development morning shoot session your
next date is the 12th May. If you want to sight your rifle for 200m
there is a 200m shoot in the afternoon.
This opportunity is for Auck. Branch members only, including
family members to do some extra practice shooting . Please do not
bring along anyone who is not a member.
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

The following club aggregate shoots will be held this month on the
following dates. 13th May starting at 10.00am. Centrefire aggregate
This is a 20 shot match, four positional shoot shot at 100m. All
shooting gear can be used. 13th May starting at 1.30pm approx.
Rimfire aggregate shoot. This is a 40 shot match, four positional
shoot shot at 50m. No shooting gear to be used.
The above aggregate shoots will be the final for our shooting year.
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RANGE REPORT CONT.
SILHOUETTE
SHOOTING.

The equipment required is that which you likely will already
have. There are specific, weights, dimensions, trigger pulls etc. but
we do not require compliance with this for our shoots at Auckland
NZDA range.

Here is a brief outline of our sport. The targets are metallic
representations of four animals, Chicken, Pig, Turkey and Ram
which need to fall over when hit to score 1 point.

Our only stipulation is that you shoot a calibre which will not
damage the targets. For rimfire shoots 22LR or 22WMR is fine but
17HMR is known to cause damage. For centrefire almost any calibre
you will be happy to shoot a full match of 40 rounds is acceptable but
please do not use FMJ projectiles, soft point or hollow point is ideal.
We have a test plate you should shoot before commencing a match
to test for damage.

The targets are shot at varying distances, for rimfire this is 40m,
60m, 77m and 100m. For centrefire this is 200m, 300, 380m and
500m.

Any sights are permitted but your experience will be enhanced
by the use of a higher power scope of 12x and above with adjustable
objective, target turrets are an advantage but not essential.

Our centrefire targets are all scaled for 200m since this is the
maximum length we have at the range.

We encourage you to come along and try the sport, if nothing
else practice in standing shooting will enhance your future hunting
experiences.

All targets are shot standing with no target jackets or slings
allowed and 2.5 minutes is allowed to shoot five targets. Shooting
is always from left to right and only one shot per target is allowed.

The next silhouette shoot at our range is a centrefire shoot & is
on the 26th May..

KIT-UP
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANDED MERCHANDISE
AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE AT CLUB NIGHTS
GREAT COLOURS, HARD WEARING & DURABLE

TEES $10 - POLOS $31
FLEECE TOPS $45
& VESTS $39 - SEE ANDY

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGE CALENDAR
IMPORTANT

• PLEASE DO NOT TURN UP ON DAYS WHEN WE HAVE SPECIAL SHOOTS ON THE RANGE & EXPECT
TO DO A GENERAL PRACTICE SHOOT. YOU WILL BE TURNED AWAY
• MAKE SURE YOU READ THE PROGRAMME PROPERLY
• YOUR GATE ENTRY TIMES ARE EARLIER THAN THE RANGE STARTING TIMES
• RANGE CONTACT: ARTHUR 09 846 1946. EMAIL: RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

GATE ENTRY TIMES: IN 8.45AM - 9.00AM
			
IN/OUT 12.45PM - 1.00PM

RANGE CONTACT:
ARTHUR PH. 846 1946.
E-MAIL : RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

MAY 2018
DAY

SESSION

GATE ENTRY

EVENT

RANGE

EXIT

Sat 5

AM

0.375

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

100m, 25m

Sat 5

PM

0.5

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

100m, 25m

Sun 6

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.53125

Sun 6

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.1875

Sat 12

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Benchrest & load development practice shoot. NZDA Auck. members only.

100m

0.53125

Sat 12

PM

12:45 - 1:00

200m Practice. NZDA Auck. members only.

200m

0.1875

Sun 13

AM

0.375

NZDA Auck. Branch Agg. Shoot, Centrefire x 4P x 5 shot per position. No general practice.

100m

Sun 13

PM

12:45- 1:00

NZDA Auck. Branch Agg. Shoot, Rimfire x 4P x 10 shot per position. No general practice.

50m

Sat 19

AM

0.375

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 19

AM

0.375 O

MNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 19

AM

8:45 - 9:00 B

lack powder cannon & mortar shoot.

100m

0.53125

Sat 19

PM

12:45 - 1:00

Black powder rifle practice

100m

0.1875

Sun 20

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.53125

Sun 20

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.1875

Sat 26

AM

8:45 - 9:00

20Om Silhouette shoot. No general practice.

200m

Sun 27

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.53125

Sun 27

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.1875

PUT PEN TO PAPER & WIN!
GET YOUR STORY PUBLISHED IN THE BT
& YOU COULD WIN A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION
TO A NZ HUNTING MAGAZINE OF YOUR CHOICE
IN NZDA AUCKLAND’S “BEST WRITTEN
CONTRIBUTION” ANNUAL COMPETITION.
KINDLY DONATED BY MIKE MORSE
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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RANGE CALENDAR
IMPORTANT

• PLEASE DO NOT TURN UP ON DAYS WHEN WE HAVE SPECIAL SHOOTS ON THE RANGE & EXPECT
TO DO A GENERAL PRACTICE SHOOT. YOU WILL BE TURNED AWAY
• MAKE SURE YOU READ THE PROGRAMME PROPERLY
• YOUR GATE ENTRY TIMES ARE EARLIER THAN THE RANGE STARTING TIMES
• RANGE CONTACT: ARTHUR 09 846 1946. EMAIL: RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

GATE ENTRY TIMES: IN 8.45AM - 9.00AM
			
IN/OUT 12.45PM - 1.00PM
JUNE 2018

RANGE CONTACT:
ARTHUR PH. 846 1946.
E-MAIL : RANGE@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ

DAY

SESSION

GATE ENTRY

EVENT

RANGE

EXIT

Sat 2

AM

0.375

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 2

PM

0.5

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m

Sat 9

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Rimfire Silhouette shoot.

100m

Sun 10

AM

0.375

Interclub Bolt action military rifle shoot. No general practice.

100m

Sun 10

PM

12:45- 1:00

NZDA Auck. Branch Agg. Shoot, Rimfire x 4P x 10 shot per position. No general practice.

50m

Sat 16

AM

0.375

OMNI Pistol club shoot.

25m, 100m

Sat 16

PM 0.5

OMNI

Pistol club shoot.

25m, 100m

Sun 17

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.53125

Sun 17

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.53125

Sat 23

AM

8:45 - 9:00

Shotgun morning practice shoot only. No general practice.

100m

0.53125

Sat 23

PM

12:45 - 1:00

Service rifle, Bolt action military rifle shoot. No general practice.

100m

0.1875

Sun 24

AM

8:45 - 9:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.53125

Sun 24

PM

12:45 - 1:00

General Practice

100m, 25m

0.1875

Sat 30

AM

0.375

Working bee

100m, 25m

0.0833

0.53125

MAY CLUB
NIGHT
TUESDAY
8TH
7-10
PM
DISCUSS UPCOMING EVENTS & NEWS
FEEL FREE TO SHARE A ROAR YARN
PLUS CHECK OUT ALL THE GREAT NEW
NZDA CLOTHING AVAILABLE.

WITH DOOR PRIZE

RED STAG TIMBER HUNTERS CLUB
DVD SEASONS 1 & 2 COURTESY OF
OUR SPONSOR HUNTERS CLUB
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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Each month the club arranges hunts to different areas & you’re welcome to join!
If your new to the club & want to gain experience & confidence in the bush
this is certainly a great oportunity - for more info partyhunts@deerstalkers.co.nz

PARTY HUNTS

CALENDAR
2018

BLAZE ORANGE CLOTHING & HATS ARE REQUIRED FOR ALL CLUB ORGANISED HUNTS

MAY 12th-15th callums@deerstalkers.co.nz
Ahimanawas - Fly in from Tarawera tearooms on the
Napier Taupo Rd with Chris Crosse from East Kaweka
helicopters. Predominantly Sika hunting with the odd
Red. This hunt allows for 7 blocks with 4 people total
of 28 hunters Max, rates for the Auckland NZDA party
hunts only is $400 per person including hut/land fees.
Remaining available blocks.
- Kit fox (momonanui stream)
- Lower Ohane
- Upper Ohane (including the kopotanui horse paddock
which is a permanent tent)
- Owhe

JUNE 2nd-5th callums@deerstalkers.co.nz
Galatea Rd end - Situated at the back of a farm at the base
of Galatea foot hills with a cabin avail on first in first
served basis $20 per night per person, running water, hot
shower & long drop toilet. Plenty of space to set up tents
as well, cabin facility’s can be used by campers, it has a
large wrap around covered deck. Good numbers of pigs,
Rusa deer & Red deer in the area. The hills are steep but
you don’t have to go to far to find fresh sign, a relatively
good level of fitness would be an advantage.

JULY 28th-30th jj@deerstalkers.co.nz
Kaimanawas - Clements Rd fly Camp or Stay at sika lodge
$30 pp per night. Details to be confirmed.

AUGUST 24th-26th callums@deerstalkers.co.nz
Urewera Fly in from Heli resources just outside of
Murupara to various huts in Te Urewera, huts are ex
doc huts (cooker etc will be needed) some areas are fly
camping only with no hut. good numbers of Pigs, Rusa
Deer and Red deer. Cost $250 per person if there is 3 to
a chopper or $750 for the chopper Max 3 people per hut/
campsite this hunt allows for around 21 people max.
SEPTEMBER 2nd-3rd lachie@deerstalkers.co.nz
Kaimanawa/Kawekas - Fly in 4 people.
OCTOBER 20th-22nd jj@deerstalkers.co.nz
Galatea Rd end - Situated at the back of a farm at the base
of Galatea foot hills with a cabin avail on first in first
served basis $20 per night per person, Good numbers
of pigs, Rusa deer & Red deer in the area. The hills are
steep but you don’t have to go to far to find fresh sign,
a relatively good level of fitness would be an advantage.
More Details to follow.
NOVEMBER 23rd-26th dan@deerstalkers.co.nz
Spring Sika Hunt Fly-In ex. Heli Sika ... Details to be
confirmed.

If your interested to join in on a hunt, get in touch with the organiser - the earlier you do the better!

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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HUNT STORY

PUREORA
PARTY
HUNT

DAVE NICOL

Eleven members including myself and the son of a
member ventured down to the Northern Pureora Forest
with the threat of bad weather looming down towards us
from the North.
All but 3 from the party hunt met up in Te Kuiti and had
a quick breakfast in the truck stop café before heading on
in. (The other two had headed down the night before and
after a few wrong turns & wrong roads eventually got to
the campsite late at night). From there we convoyed down
through Benneydale and to the entrance to the Northern
block then up the 14 Km potholed gravelled road to the
road end campsite.
After setting up camp the team was split up into groups
of two and given an area to hunt and explore. I had taken
my quad bike so was able to drop 3 parties around the
Okahukura Loop track to a few hot spots that I had found
over the years. The first to go was the Big E and Jeremy to
the top of the track which is a distance of around 5 km. It
must have looked funny having a guy sitting on the back of
the quad whose legs are longer than my Honda TRX300.
All returned back late that afternoon having seen quite
a bit of sign and game trails but unfortunately no animals.
I think the area had been hunted hard over the roar from
the locals. Being a little late getting back to camp in the
afternoon so was late picking up the guys so all but Eric and
Jeremy had walked back out. Going back up the track in
the dark I came across the two about 1km from camp.
Friday night was a good time for all to get together and
swap stories and get to know each other over a good meal
and a couple of beers. This is what party hunts are about.
The next day we were all up early and after breakfast
made plans where we were all going to hunt. Graeme
and Terry hunted back in the same area they had the day
before as they found good areas of sign and tracks. Eric and
Jeremy went down the road to hunt on the other side of the
Okahukura track and walked down on their own. I showed
Ross and Kevin the way to get to a good hot spot and they
drove down the road to continue on foot to the area.
Ross decided to head home as his Achilles tendon was
giving him grief. Darren his son and hunting mate decided
NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING

to also head home with the threat of heavy rain and winds.
(A very good decision)
By the mid-afternoon the rains came and wind picked
up swirling all over the place and making hunting very
difficult. By dusk the rain was solid and I ended down the
track in the middle of nowhere with a frozen drum break
on the left front of the quad. It is amazing what the thought
of having to push your quad back to camp for over 4 Km
will do and with the help of a couple of trees some rope a
few basic tools I managed to remove the wheel hub and
offending break drum, rebuild to get back to camp, just on
dark.
That night the weather turned really bad and the winds
picked up to gale force. We all decided to go to bed early
and ride out the storm. Graeme and Terry where doing laps
in the tent as water poured in. Eventually Terry abandoned
the Tent and moved to the comfort of his truck leaving
Graeme to continue swimming and man the pumps.
Eric on the other hand was sleeping in his truck but had
to get up and rescue his fly and attached poles before they
beat up his truck up with the fierce wind that was blowing.
Jeremy had not a bad night with only a little leakage in his
tent. I on the other hand had a great night in my brand new
tent bought at the Shot Show earlier this year.
The following morning was they big clean-up of all the
sodden gear and equipment plus a drive back in convoy
back to Te Kuiti for a big breakfast, large cup of coffee and
then the drive back home to Auckland.
A very wet but enjoyable time with a good bunch of guys.
What party hunts are about.

CONGRATULATIONS DAVE
YOU’VE WON A $25 VOUCHER
THANKS TO WESTGATE
HUNTING & FISHING

If you’ve got a story to tell, send it in with some photos to:
bt@deerstalkers.co.nz & go in the draw to WIN!
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WIN
GO IN THE DRAW TO

A TIKKA T3X

COURTESY OF OUR SPONSOR BERETTA

SIMPLY COLLECT POINTS BY
ATTENDING THE RANGE,
WORKING BEES,
PARTY HUNTS & CLUB NIGHTS!

Every NZDA Auckland club member
is in with a chance to WIN*
WINNER DRAWN AT AGM JULY 2018

PLEASE NOTE IF WINNER IS ABSECNT AT AGM - IT WILL BE RE-DRAWN

1 point - attending club night,
range visits & activities
2 points - official range comp,
range officer duty & measuring duties
3 points - working bees & party hunts

THE MORE POINTS YOU EARN
THE BETTER YOUR CHANCE TO WIN !
*TER MS & CONDITIONS APPLY, MUST BE R ECOR DED VIA WILD APPR ICOT,
MUST BE LICENCED, MUST ATTEND THE AGM TO R ECEIVE PR IZE.

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH: PROTECTING & PROMOTING HUNTING
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NZDA AUCKLAND
BRANCH SPONSORS

WIN A $25
VOUCHER

SIMPLY SHARE... FOR A CHANCE
TO WIN A VOUCHER THANKS TO
WESTGATE HUNTING & FISHING
We’ve all got a good yarn about the
one that got away, the trip from hell
or greatest hunt ever!
Share them with the club!
We’d love to hear your stories,
send it in with pics if you have em
to bt@deerstalkers.co.nz
if yours is chosen you WIN an H&F
voucher to gear up
for your next adventure!

Beretta berettanewzealand.com
Black Watch Reloading blackwatchreloading.co.nz
Barry Clarke Automotive barryclarkeauto.co.nz
Cameron Outodoors cameronoutdoors.co.nz
CJS Construction cjsconstruction.co.nz
David Neil and Associates davidneil.co.nz
Fit 4 Life Fitness Centre fit4lifefitness.co.nz
Hunting & Fishing Northshore & Westgate
huntingandfishing.co.nz
Justin Jones Creative justinjones.co.nz
Kilwell Sports kilwell.co.nz
Latitude Commodities Ltd latcom.co.nz
NZ Guns & Hunting Magazine
nzgunsandhunting.co.nz
NZ Ammunition Company nzammo.co.nz
NZ Hunter Magazine nzhunter.co.nz
Pinzon Marine pinzon.co.nz
Ridgeline Clothing outdoorsportsnz.com
Rod and Rifle Magazine rodandrifle.co.nz
Tasman Taxidermy tasmantaxidermy.co.nz
The Hunters Club facebook.com/huntersclubnz
Repco Henderson repco.co.nz
Reloaders Supplies reloaders.co.nz
Serious Shooters seriousshooters.co.nz
Steve’s Wholesale steveswholesalenz.com
Woodhill Fallow Deer Council fallowdeer.co.nz

NZDA AUCKLAND BRANCH WEBSITE deerstalkers.co.nz

NZDA AUCKLAND
BRANCH CONTACTS:

president@deerstalkers.co.nz
secertary@deerstalkers.co.nz
treasurer@deerstalkers.co.nz
committee@deerstalkers.co.nz
range@deerstalkers.co.nz
party-hunts@deerstalkers.co.nz
bt@deerstalkers.co.nz

ADDRESS

7 Target Street, PO Box 44301,
Point Chevalier, Auckland 1246
MEETINGS

Branch meetings are held at
our Clubrooms, 7 Target Street,
Point Chevalier on the second
Tuesday of each month at
7.30pm
(except January).

facebook.com/deerstalkers/

IF YOU HAVE ANY CONTRIBUTIONS
FOR THE BUSH TELEGRAPH
PLEASE SEND THEM TO
BT@DEERSTALKERS.CO.NZ
The views expressed in this publication are those of the members and
individuals, not the club or NZDA organisation as a whole.
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